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• Enforcement (Repeat Offenders)
  • 3 or more citations due
  • $160+ due
  • Balance due over 90 days
Current Use

- Enforcement of Repeat Offenders

Plate
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- Enforcement of Repeat Offenders
- Timed Parking Enforcement
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- Timed Parking Enforcement
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Law Enforcement Requests
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- Permitless Parking
Current Use

- Permitless Parking

ParkMobile

Skip the Line...
Pay by App Parking

Download: Parkmobile App

Parking Zone #: 1234

Or call 877-727-5953
Current Use

Data Privacy
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Possibilities

- Permitless for main campus?
Possibilities

- One Permit with multiple vehicles
Possibilities

- One Permit with Multiple Vehicles

Diagram showing Plate Link between Lot #1 and Lot #2 with shared plate reads and a shared permit hit.
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- One Permit with Multiple Vehicles
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- Switching Vehicles
Switching Vehicles
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- Business Permits
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- Access
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- Hourly Parking Verification
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- Counts
Wrap Up
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